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Matter is the newest addition to the Cell Press family of journals. Cell Press has more than 40 years 
of experience identifying, cultivating, and publishing top-tier, peer-reviewed primary research journals 
across life, physical, and earth sciences, including:

For more than 40 years, top international researchers have 
relied on Cell to publish high-impact papers that have come to 
form the foundation of contemporary life science research.

Chem provides a home for seminal and insightful research 
and showcases how fundamental studies in chemistry and its 
sub-disciplines may help in finding potential solutions to the 
global challenges of tomorrow. 

Joule is a distinctive and forward-looking journal, bridging 
disciplines and scales of energy research. Joule connects 
all who are researching and analyzing the challenges—
scientific, technical, economic, policy and social—of providing 
sustainable energy solutions.

One Earth will be the home for high-quality research that 
breaks down barriers and encourages collaboration in 
environmental change and sustainability across the  
spectrum of natural, social, and applied sciences.

40+ journals across the life, physical, and earth sciences
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New thinking. New frontiers. New tools. 
These kinds of transformations begin with 
paradigm-shifting, ground-breaking science. 
The papers we publish will explore scientific 
advancements across the spectrum of materials 
development—from fundamentals to application, 
from nano to macro.

We will lead the way in more ways than one.  
We’ll offer the ability to track progression with 
our innovative Materials Advancement Progression 
(MAP) scale. We will build an inclusive, engaged 
community across the physical sciences and related 
disciplines. And, importantly, we will offer our 
authors unparalleled reach and visibility.

MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
Build bridges within and across 
disciplines
We publish high-quality, transformative 
research across disciplines related to:
• Fundamental synthesis, structure, 
 and properties
• Performance of emerging material systems
• Novel characterization methods
Articles on materials of any state, scale, 
composition, or material will be considered.

CONTEXTUAL
Put materials in context
Track the progression of the development of 
a material and put scientific advancements in 
context—from academic to societal impact. 
Materials in each article will be quantified using 
our innovative Materials Advancement Progression 
(MAP) Scale. 

INCLUSIVE
Join our growing community
Cell Press authors, reviewers, and editorial board 
members—including physicists, chemists, and 
engineers—are experts in their fields. Engage in 
discussion, stimulate debate, and help us build 
bridges within and across disciplines to inspire 
the next generation of material scientists.

VISIBLE
Give your research a stage
Articles published in Matter will get the attention 
they deserve, with unparalleled reach and 
visibility on Cell.com and ScienceDirect. 
We have a dedicated outreach team to ensure 
the high-impact research published in Matter is 
read, used, and talked about.

Submit your article 
today on cell.com/matter

Email: scranford@cell.com     Twitter: @cranfordMATTER

Matter: It’s material. Led by an expert editorial team

New: Materials Advancement Progression (MAP) Scale

Editor in Chief Steven W. Cranford, Ph.DMatter—a new journal from Cell Press and a 
sister to Cell, Chem, and Joule—is the home 
for multi-disciplinary, transformative materials 
science research.

A graduate from Memorial University (Canada), Stanford University 
(USA), and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (USA), Dr. Cranford 
was a member of the faculty at Northeastern University’s College of 
Engineering prior to accepting a new role as editor-in-chief for Matter. 
He has over 50 publications in the field of materials science in a range 
of high-impact journals, including Nature and Advanced Materials, with 
expertise in the areas of atomistic simulation, computational modeling, 
and nanomechanics, encompassing a variety of materials systems, from 
carbyne to copper to concrete. He would have preferred to have published 
in Matter, but it didn’t exist. He constantly played with LEGO blocks as a 
child, likely leading to his interest in material assembly and structure.

One of the key attractions to materials science is that it provides a “snapshot” of research progression 
of developing materials systems, from fundamental discovery to ultimate societal impact. The Matter 
team has developed a novel numerical scale to quantify the research progress—a Materials Advancement 
Progression (MAP) scale—to assess, as well as categorize, the development state of each published work.

@matter_cp /mattercellpress Email: matter@cell.com@matter_cp For more information: www.cell.com/matter/map-scale


